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Introduction 
The CorpusEye project (http://corp.hum.sdu.dk ) at the University of Denmark aims at designing 
and programming an internet based corpus search interface that (1) offers standardised search tools 
and a unified descriptive formalism across different corpus types and different languages, and (2) 
allows users to exploit grammatical information in annotated corpora in a user-friendly and menu-
based way. All corpora in CorpusEye have been annotated with VISL's Constraint Grammar based 
parsers, in the case of treebanks using an additional PSG module or equivalent (Bick 2003). At the 
time of writing, the material covers 8 languages and ca. 600 million words. 
 
CorpusEye's internal search database uses the IMS' Corpus Query Protocol (Christ 1994, 
http://www.ims.uni-stuttgart.de/projekte/CorpusWorkbench/) for CG-korpora and the linux-tool 
tgrep2 (http://tedlab.mit.edu/~dr/Tgrep2/) for the treebanks1.  
 

The menu-based CQP interface: Word based form and function 
Though CorpusEye allows direct use of CQP-speak and so-called regular expressions (joker 
characters, sets and mathematical operators), the project primarily targets the humanistic user 
without prior knowledge of the formal aspects of corpus linguistics (teachers, literary researchers, 
lexicographers etc.). Thus, it is possible to get started with simple text searches, presented in 
concordance format. With a single click, the user can produce statistical overviews (absolute or 
relative frequencies) for words in a given position of the search string or its context.  

                                                 
1 Internet use of CQP was inspired by other search interfaces programmed earlier by Paul Meurer  for Norwegian (Oslo 
University, http://www.hf.uio.no/tekstlab/ ) and  Diana Santos for Portuguese (Linguateca, http://www.linguateca.pt ). 
The CQP interface described here was designed by Eckhard Bick, with substantial programming help by Poul 
Henriksen and Nikolaj H. Nielsen. 



 
In the graphical interface, it is possible to enter lexemes (base forms) for 
lemmatised searches, or to select part of speech (noun, verb etc.), morphology 
(singular, present tense etc.) or syntactic function (subject, direct object etc.) 
from a word-linked menues. Choices can be negated, and search fields can be 
marked for optionality or repetition. In the end, all search specifics will be 
translated - invisibly for the user - into a CQP search expression. Most 
buttons in the interface are self-explanatory through popup-windows, and the 
top page offers an introductory Flash film. 

 
 
In the example, we search for the pronoun "se" (excluding the conjunction "se"!), followed by a 
finite verb in the singular and then a noun in the plural. Note that the illustration doesn't show the 
unfolded tense, mode and number fields hiding, in the screendump, the specific choices made. The 
resulting concordance exemplifies the use of a singular, impersonal "se" with a "subject-like" 
function - proven by the number-inflexion mismatch between its verb and the supposed reflexive 
noun-base (now interpretable as "object"). 
 

 
 
A relative frequency analysis on the verb (position-defined as left edge of search string + 1) can be 
run in order to examine which verbs are more likely to appear with impersonal "se" than they would 
otherwise be in running text (normalised frequencies). Note that the statistics can be done for 2 



corpora at a time, comparatively. Here, European Portuguese (Público) is compared with Brazilian 
Portuguese (Folha de São Paulo). 

 
 

Searching for constituents and constituent structure 
The second interface, based on tgrep2, more directly targets the structural information contained in 
treebanks, allowing constituent searches rather than word based searches. Thus, when searching for 
an object followed by a subject, the search can be formulated as a 2-element search rather than 
having to provide for optional modifier positions around the object and subject heads: 
 
 /Od:np$/ $. /^S:np/ 
 
The convention used here, is VISL's form & function duality, with a function symbol in upper case 
and a form symbol in lower case, separated by a colon. In the search string, functions are Od (direct 
object) and S (subject), forms are np (noun phrase).  // means a constituent (one ore more words), $. 
means "sisterhood" (same mother-node). In the example from the Público part of the Floresta 
Sintá(c)tica treebank, results are given in running text, but tree-structure or Penn-treebank style 
constituent bracketing can be chosen alternatively. 
 

 
 
In the concordance, ID's are links to java-based graphical representations, which can be 
manipulated in various ways - unfolded layer by layer, complexity-filtered or even rebuilt 
interactively for teaching purposes. 



 
 
The second search example looks for clause hierarchies, here relative clauses with internal finite 
object clauses. Below, part of the resulting concordance and a corresponding tree section are shown: 
 

 



 
 
The last example is "lexicographical", showing how to extract selection restrictions for objects of a 
given verb (here "comer"). 
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